Assignment 01

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Due on 2021-02-24, 23:59 IST.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which of the following do not allow the need for Technical Drawing/ Graphics in Engineering and Design?
   - To beautify the design
   - To communicate the process/issue to subject
   - Makes ideas clear
   - Communicate graphic ideas to ourselves because we work on any design ideas are constantly changing and evolving
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: To beautify the design

2) Sketches of the building environment are analytical drawings while Technical Drawings communicate in more detail?
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: True

3) Which of the following statements related to pencil grades are true?
   - B, 2B are darker while H, 2H are lighter in tone
   - B, B5 are softer while H, 2H are harder in tone
   - B, 2B are darker while H, 2H are darker in tone
   - None of the above statements are true
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: B, 2B are darker while H, 2H are lighter in tone

4) To draw in a smooth curve using French curves, how many minimum points should be connected using French curves at once?
   - 2 Points
   - 3 Points
   - 4 Points
   - 5 Points
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: 3 Points

5) Which of the following statements related to sheet sizes are true (Multiple Answers)?
   - A1 sheet is half the size of A2 sheet
   - A2 sheet is half the size of A3 sheet
   - A3 sheet is smaller than A4 sheet
   - A4 sheet is smaller than A5 sheet
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: A2 sheet is half the size of A3 sheet

6) A Circle with a radius of 7 cm is used to draw:
   - Parallel horizontal lines
   - Parallel vertical lines
   - Concentric lines
   - Concurrent lines
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Parallel horizontal lines

7) The line drawn in the pattern below represents:
   - Long Sine Line
   - Section Line
   - Center Line
   - Cutting Plane Line
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Long Sine Line

8) What door does the symbol in the given image represent?
   - Sliding door
   - Folding door
   - Accordion Folding Door
   - Collapsible door
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Accordion Folding Door

9) In technical lettering, letter 'W' is composed of:
   - Two circles
   - Two ellipses
   - Four parabolas
   - Four hyperbolae
   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Two ellipses

10) Of the discussed technical letters, which of the following is not a straight line letter?
    - T
    - E
    - F
    - M
    No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: T